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Kyoto Computer Gakuin (KCG) is Japan’s first educational institu-
tion specializing in the computer sciences.  It was established 
over 50 years ago at the dawn of the computer age in order to 
create a new era. We believe that education is not only teaching 
knowledge and techniques, but fostering creativity of the students 
because software development is indeed a creative work, and 
maintain the educational goal of fostering creative information 
processing engineers that can support the present age.
In foreseeing the advent of the information-oriented age, we 
wanted to establish a school antithetical to the manner of con-
ventional Japanese higher education.  The school we established, 
allowed us to pioneer the computer sciences — to offer education 
of information processing.  Computer science was still unfamil-
iar to Japanese higher educational institutions at that time, so 
establishing Kyoto Computer Gakuin was sensational in the 
fields of education and industries.
In 1966, Tokyo University started the operation of the first 
domestic large scale computer.  Throughout the 1970’s, more 
computers were introduced to universities, and in the latter half 
of the seventies, ten large Time Sharing Systems (TSS) were 
in operation.  But they were reserved for academic research, 
not for use of general students. So when Kyoto Computer 
Gakuin introduced the first large system open to students in 
1972, it was quite an exceptional case at the time.  And after 
that, KCG became the first school among Japan’s universities 
and vocational schools offering TSS for the educational practice 
of general students in 1979. 
In 1983, at the dawn of the computer era, KCG introduced 3000 
special ordered computers so that each and every student could 
own one, which had never been realized anywhere in the world.
From the latter half of the 1980s, the wave of globalization had 
reached Japan.  Kyoto Computer Gakuin, opened a new campus 
in Boston which is the heart of American academia and culture.  
The Boston facilities, used as an oversea training site for the 
International Information Processing faculty, was Japan’s first 
information-related school overseas.
Kyoto Computer Gakuin has been providing computer-related 
educational aid for overseas (bulk donation of computers and 
training of local instructors) since 1989.  The aid was an unprec-
edented international project, and has promoted a groundbreak-
ing educational revolution in each of the recipient countries.  
The aid has been carried out for over 20 years to 23 countries.  
Through the aid, over 3000 used computers from Kyoto Comput-

er Gakuin were all given a new opportunity to be of use for com-
puter training in developing countries.  The frontier spirit that 
has been passed down since KCG’s founding is now put into 
action internationally.  This aiding project was recognized and 
received a special award for international cooperation from the 
International Telecommunication Union (a specialized organiza-
tion of UN) in 2006.
In 1993, Kyoto Computer Gakuin established the Art and In-
formation Program for expanding education in sensibility 
computing in collaboration with the Rochester Institute of 
Technology (RIT) in the US, that is known for its advanced 
multimedia art engineering.  In March 1996, affiliation docu-
ments were signed, and KCG and RIT became official sister 
schools.  The intention of this tie-up is to transfer the multi-
media-rich culture of the US to KCG and to foster it locally.  
It was Japan’ s first sister-school affiliation between a voca-
tional school and a leading American university.  Having 
formed this affiliation, a venture program between the IT 
majors at the graduate school of RIT and KCG started in Feb-
ruary 1998, the year in which KCG foresaw the advent of the 
era of IT revolution.  This program has attracted a lot of 
media attention as the first program in Japan to allow Japa-
nese college graduates to study  the first half of IT course of 
the graduate school of RIT at Kyoto Computer Gakuin. 
The new professional graduate school system was legally estab-
lished in 2003 as a part of higher education reform in Japan. 
The aim is to carry out the practical education and training of 
professionals with advanced specialized skills.  As soon as the 
enactment passed, we applied for approval for a graduate school.  
Although  IT professionals were demanded at the time, there 
were no universities or graduate schools specializing in the IT 
professions. The Kyoto College of Graduate Studies for Infor-
matics (KCGI) opened its courses in April 2004 as the first and 
the only IT-specialized professional graduate school in Japan.
Such background of our school system proves itself as the fore-
runner of practical IT education.
The establishment of KCGI holds a great potential for the stu-
dents and graduates of Kyoto Computer Gakuin as they are 
given the choice to enter into KCGI to obtain a Master’s degree 
in information technologies, which is the highest degree in the 
IT application field in Japan.  This new process no longer 
requires a degree from a four-year university in order to obtain 
the highest degree the IT education can offer.

The Pioneer Spirit of Kyoto Computer Gakuin

To prospective students
(greetings from the president)

President
Yasuko Hasegawa

Established in 1963

Kyoto Computer Gakuin(KCG) is 
Japan’s first computer education institute.
- To provide a high-standard education that emphasizes the academic aspects of computer 
  technologies and their theories
- To provide an education that keeps up with the advancement of computer technologies
- To foster creative abilities in computer technologies
- To establish broader viewpoints on information-oriented society
- To develop both aspects of intelligence and sensitivity

Link to the Pioneer Spirit

Bachelor of Science in Physics and Astronom, Faculty of Science, Kyoto University (The first female)
Completing the Doctor of Science Course, Kyoto University
The first to use the computer for astrophysics research
Visiting Scientist at Pennsylvania State Universit, the US
Awarded from the Ministries of Education and their like, of Thailand, Ghana, Sri Lanka, Peru and others.
Awarded the Special Prize for International Cooperation from the International Telecommunication Union in 2006
Testimonial from the Information Processing Society of Japan in 2011
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Badge of KCG Notable Educational Features

Color of KCG group

KCG Blue  (School color of Kyoto Computer Gakuin (KCG) and KCG Group)

KCG Red  (School color of The Kyoto College of Graduate Studies for Informatics (KCGI))

Because all the original member of KCG in its establishment were graduates and graduate students 
of Kyoto University, the color of KCG and KCG Group is selected on the basis of the Kyoto University’s 
school color, which was the dark blue. The color has begun to be used from around 1970, we defined 
a color as “KCG Blue” on 35th anniversary in 1998.

Besides the school management, Shigeo Hasegawa, founder of KCG group, studied again in his 
later years at Harvard University to challenge the study that could not make when he was young. 
He rented an apartment in Boston and attended a class of literature and philosophy with young 
students. Based on the crimson color, which is the school color of Harvard University where a founder 
learned from, school color of KCGI is established as KCG Red, as a color contrasting to KCG Blue. 
This expresses attitude to challenge and learn a new thing enterprisingly regardless of age or sex.

KCG Green  (School color of Kyoto Japanese Language Training Center (KJLTC))

For the international students, the Center is the first entrance of KCG group. The Center is a Japanese 
Language educational facility, notified by the Minister of Justice, and assigned as a preparatory educa-
tion curriculum by Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology. From the image 
of the green earth of seven continents, a green color is selected as the school color, as a color contrast-
ing to KCG Blue and KCG Red mentioned above.

KCG Orange (School color of Kyoto Computer Gakuin Automobile School (KCGM))

Kyoto Computer Gakuin Automobile School fosters automotive mechanics with advanced techniques 
and knowledge in IT and networking applicable to next-generation automotive technologies. For 
KCGM, a new member of the KCG Group joining in 2013, we designated orange as its school color 
to express its new vigor brought to the KCG Group.

Being established as Japan’s first educational institution special-
ized in the computer sciences, Kyoto Computer Gakuin (KCG) 
boasts its over 50 years of traditions and accomplishments.  
The education we provide has many notable features which 
other schools do not offer.  Instead of adopting the conventional 
style of transferring knowledge from a teacher to students, we 
offer the state-of-the-art facilities and the educational method 

that has been well examined and contrived.  This was made pos-
sible because we care about the individuality of our students, 
and we are responsive to the needs of each student.  Technical 
diploma is a degree that is equal to the “associate degree,” and 
Advanced Technical diploma is equal to Bachelor degree. 
KCG rewards students who hold high ambition as much as we 
can.  

Practical Curriculums - Seminar
Project practice is carried out every year in order to connect 
what students learned with each other, apply it, and develop 
the ability to utilize it. 
In this class, students set their goal, plan their procedure, design, 
produce a work, and have the presentation by themselves in a 
group. Students can appeal their technical ability by showing 
their advanced works of the class on the occasion of job hunting.
Not only technical ability, but teamwork, leadership, communi-
cation skills, ability of schedule management, and presentation 
skills are also important to play an active role in the society. 

In this Project practice, students come to acquire these skills nat-
urally by working in a group. In addition, depending on the stu-
dents’ study year, they learn from learning contents for beginners 
to advanced one progressively, and they can realize that they 
acquired general practice skill at the last study year.
In Project practice of the last study year students do graduation 
research as the result of their learning. They form their idea 
and create their graduation research works while repeating trial 
and error. The excellent works are presented and praised at 
“KCG AWARDS” held in every February.

The KCG Group is a global education conglomerate comprising 
Kyoto Computer Gakuin (Rakuhoku Campus, Kamogawa Campus, 
Kyoto Ekimae Campus), The Kyoto College of Graduate Studies 
for Informatics, Kyoto Computer Gakuin Automobile School, 
Kyoto Japanese Language Training Center, and KCG Career 
among others. 
In 2003, emblem of KCG group “kcg.edu” has been selected 
by CEO of the KCG group, Wataru Hasegawa. This emblem is 
derived from Internet domain name (www.kcg.edu) acquired 
in 1995.
The domain name “kcg” stands for “Kyoto Computer Gakuin” 
which is the first computer educational institution in Japan. 
“.edu” is one of the “gTLD” (generic Top Level Domain: one 
of the top sector internet domain), and only the higher education-
al institution approved by the US accreditation organization is 

permitted to use the domain. The KCG group is the only and 
the very first educational institution in Japan, approved to use 
“.edu” because the group has been well known as a highly-
qualified higher educational institution for computer, equipping 
the latest technological programs. It was a revolutionary event, 
because “.edu” was only given to the US educational institutions 
at that time. In addition, the KCG group has been maintaining 
close relationship with the US IT experts including researchers 
from Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).
Our emblem “kcg.edu” proves that the KCG group is a higher 
educational institution recognized not only in Japan, but also in 
the US, and has strong initiative spirits. It also represents continu-
ous pioneer spirits and an educational ideal of training personnel 
who can explore and response the current and future social needs 
of this advanced information society.
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e-learning is a new study method that uses information communi-
cation technologies such as networks and computers, which is 
an essential educational tool for educational institutions of the 
21st century.

KCG is the pioneer having introduced the latest e-learning 
system and holds a wide range of class on e-learning basis.  This 
allows us to offer student-oriented learning style more effective 
than ever before and to be responsive to educational needs of 
the students.

e-Learning

Fully Equipped with the State-of-the-Art e-Learning Studio

Kyoto Ekimae Campus has an e-learning studio equipped with the state-of-the-art facility.  This studio has a synchronous remote lecturing 
system and lecture recording system.  Through this e-learning studio, KCG creates and distributes the latest, high-quality e-learning class 
contents to provide students with diverse educational opportunities.

KCG’s Unique e-Learning Style

e-learning classes at KCG offer ingenious methods so that the students can learn at their own pace.  Also, both advantage of e-learning and 
in-person classes, that is the flexibility and the directness, can be combined.  Being the forerunner of the IT education, KCG allows students 
to use IT for their effective learning.

The latest learning management system “KING-LMS”

We are well into the broadband era in this ubiquitous-computing society, which allows us to access any information needed any time and by 
anyone.  Having foreseen the advent of such era, KCG was the first one in Japan to adopt the unique LMS, Learning Management System 
and had it renewed to KING-LMS in 2010.
This system allows students to learn any subject at any time and place.  This is the state-of-the-art learning system, which plays a major 
role in putting student-oriented education into practice.

Learning with KING-LMS

● Students can access from their individual page to digitalized class materials.  Not only from the
  school, but also from home or other places, it allows students to learn at any time on the Internet.
● It enables students to preview or review the material, submit their assignments and communicate with 
  other students and professors on BBS (a bulletin board) to ask questions or share opinions.
● If students want to, they can self-study subjects openly available in other departments to satisfy 
  their interests or needs.
● Through KING-LMS, students can view announcements from school.  Contents can be automatically
   forwarded to their cell phones.

◆ KING Network
Computers students use are networked at KCG, connected to the Internet by optical fiber dedicated line for 
broadband, and construct KING network system(KCG Information Network Galaxy)

KCG students’ exclusive site ”KING-LMS” always informs the latest information about class, job-search, and the 
career after graduation, and it is possible to check important information for students’ lives anywhere and anytime. 
The use by the cell-phone is also possible.

What KCG e-Learning Offers

Synchronous 
e-Learning

Asynchronous 
e-Learning

・It connects between Rakuhoku, Kamogawa and Kyoto Ekimae campuses and the Kyoto College of Graduate Studies 
of Informatics, allowing students to take classes in real time without moving to other campus.
・It allows students to directly ask questions to the lecturer.
・It allows students to review at home as the lectures are automatically recorded and saved in the server.

・It enables students to learn at any time and place 
of their choice, allowing them to do other studies, 
club activities, hobbies and part-time jobs.
・It allows students to repeatedly listen to parts 

that they did not understand at first.  Also 
exercises allow them to check their 
understanding of the topic.
・With BBS (bulletin board) and email, students 

can hold question and answer sessions and 
share their opinions.
・Students can visit the instructor during their office 

hours and directly ask questions or ask for 
guidance.
・It allows instructors to know students’ individual 

performance by viewing their access to class 
contents, assignment submission, and quiz 
scores, enabling them to provide more personal 
guidance.
・Schooling (classes in-person) are held when 

necessary to deepen communication between 
the instructor and student and promote effective 
learning.

Synchronous Asynchronous

Di
str

ibu
te

Sa
ve

Questions

Rakuhoku Campus

Server

Home

Kyoto Ekimae Campus
E-Learning Studio
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Teachers from front Line ①

KCG invites cutting-edge professionals from the industries 
as “sensei (teachers)”.  The classes conducted by these pro-
fessionals are popular among the students since the students 
are exposed to real voices from the industries.
Professor Yasuhiro Takeda of The Kyoto College of Graduate 
Studies for Informatics (KCGI) is the former Director and 
General Manager Animation Production Headquarters, 
GAINAX Co. Ltd., and he now serves as the Representative 
Director of GAINAX Kyoto K.K. As an animation producer, 
he has been involved in many productions, such as the game 
Tengen Toppa Gurren Lagunn, Magical Shopping Arcade 
Abenobashi, Hanamaru Kindergarten.
At KCGI, he teaches Advanced Topics in Anime Planning, 
Production, and Promotion, and also holds special lectures 
at KCG, in which students can hear behind-the-scene anec-
dotes, the present and future of the animation industry, and 
many other fascinating tales.

Representative Director of GAINAX Kyoto K.K.
Director of Museum of Fantasy & Art Fukushima Sakura Yugakusha
Former Director and General Manager of Animation Production Headquarters, 
GAINAX Co., Ltd.

Yasuhiro Takeda
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With a name derived from the Japanese phrase "mirai 
kara kita hajimete no oto" ("the first sound from the 
future”), Hatsune Miku is a virtual idol who will sing 
with a synthetic voice when a user inputs lyrics and 
a melody into a computer. Hatsune Miku has held live 
concerts not only in Japan but overseas as well, 
swaying the hearts of a multitude of fans. Hiroyuki Itoh, 
Representative Director at Crypton Future Media Inc., 
the company which created the Hatsune Miku synthetic 
voice software that is the cause of this sensation, has 
joined KCGI as a professor. Professor Itoh, who 
continues to develop the software which produces the 
computerized voices, offers the following message for 
the young people who will lead the IT industry of the 
future. "The frontier of the information revolution of 
which we are only midway through is vast without limit 
and your future prospects spread before you without 
limit. I ask that you dedicate yourselves to your studies 
with this concept firmly in mind."

Crypton Future Media is neither a video game nor an anime 

company. Although we are involved with making music, 

they are also not a record company. Because we made the 

hobby of computer music into a business, I think of us as a 

"sound seller." Hatsune Miku was first offered for sale in 

August 2007, but I believe that the software became a 

chance for people to get involved in a creative activity.

It is said that humanity has experienced three revolutions in 

its past. The first was the agricultural revolution . Due to this 

revolution, human beings, who had been forced to be mobile 

due to their reliance on hunting, produced food systematically 

and came to be able even to store it and thus began living in 

fixed settlements. Due to this, societies and states formed, 

also creating disparities in wealth. It could be said that the 

development of economics also became a cause of war.

The second revolution was the industrial revolution. Motive 

power was discovered and the advance of innovations such 

as the ability to efficiently create identical items gave birth 

to mass production and mass consumption. This spurred 

trade and commerce, helping to bring about large-scale 

wealth. This revolution also caused a "population explo-

sion." In the age of a high birth and high death rate prior to 

the industrial revolution, the human population was virtually 

fixed and fluctuations of wealth in society were also slight, 

but with the industrial revolution the human population rap-

idly increased.

And the third revolution is the information revolution 

brought about by the value of IT as represented by the inter-

net. Prior to the internet, transmitters of information were 

limited and monopolistic. Sources of information included 

media such as newspaper companies, television and radio 

stations, and publishing companies, but when these groups 

dispatched information, it was accompanied by a significant 

cost in terms of facilities and human power. Further, infor-

mation at this time was low in volume and unidirectional. 

However, the appearance of the internet has brought about 

this revolution in information. The way in which information 

was dispatched has changed significantly.

Now the internet is an extremely close presence, appearing 

in the palms of our hands, on our desks, and entering our 

pockets. Information which can be digitized, such as news, 

movies, and music, is entirely informationalized, making it 

possible to easily transmit and store it over the internet. Life 

and work have become extremely convenient, fun, and com-

fortable; in an instant you can summon and view your favor-

ite videos and broadcast media. In addition, this information 

has made it possible for anyone to easily and instantaneously 

share about themselves with the world via Facebook, Twit-

ter, and blogs, including the tiniest pieces of personal news.

I believe, however, that we are still merely experiencing the 

prelude to the changes that will occur due to the information 

revolution. The agricultural and industrial revolutions 

brought about serious changes to the way human beings 

lived. The changes caused by the information revolution 

have not yet reached that level. This is merely a transition 

period, and the real changes have yet to begin. I believe we 

will see drastic changes to peoples' lifestyles and the world 

in 20 to 30 years from now. I do not, however, know what 

sort of changes these will be. How these will be changed has 

been entrusted to us and, moreover, the young people who 

will shoulder the next generation.

Representative Director  Crypton Future Media, Inc., producer of Hatsune Miku

Hiroyuki Ito

Teachers from front Line ②

Hatsune Miku  
Illustration by KEI 
ⓒCrypton Future Media, INC.
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BArt & Design

To become the art director who leads the industry.
In addition to pursuing the possibilities of digital art, we foster competent person 
to become the art director who has management skills and planning ability to 
lead the project to success.

Target Occupation

Art Director
Web Designer
Game CG Designer

CG Creator
Advertisement Designer
Image Creator

DTP Designer   etc.

A
Art and Design Informatics Program    4years    ★Advanced Technical diploma

To become a consultant who leads business by proposing optimum 
information systems.
Students will learn business knowledge including each industry’s dominant 
knowledge and analytical method about income, as well as information and 
communication technology for utilizing such technology to become a leader. 
We foster competent person with knowledge about production management and 
customer relationship management so that they will be able to propose and to 
design optimal information systems between different sections in enterprises 
as an IT consultant or a project manager.

Target Occupation

IT Consultant
Sales Personnel for Technology
e-Business Producer

Systems Engineer
Project Manager   etc.

Business and Management Informatics Program    4years    ★Advanced Technical diploma

To become a successful businessperson with computer skills and well trained 
business manner.
Students will learn about the office tools such as Microsoft Word, Excel and 
Access as well as accounting, business manner and communication skills. We 
foster students who will be a successful business person with basic business 
knowledge. They will play active role in any situation.

Target Occupation

Systems Administrator 
Sales & Marketing Staff              
Instructor for Computer Operator
Administrative and Accounting Staff   etc.

Business IT Program    2years   Diploma

Gain knowledge of both the medical and computer fields, becoming an expert who can lead the computerization of the medical 
workplaces of the future.
Computer-related knowledge is vital in the medical workplace of today, yet personnel who can respond to this need are in short 
supply. In the Medical Office Administration Program, students acquire both medical knowledge and IT skills, becoming experts 
who can lead the computerization of the medical workplaces of the future.

Medical Office Administration Program    2years   Diploma

To become a creator or a designer who support the digital art industry.
We foster competent person who has skill to create artworks by software 
and ability to produce creative works continuously with fundamental 
knowledge and skills about color and art. 

Art and Design Program   2years   Diploma

Setting Subject

Business & Management

Business and Management Area sets six-year continuous 
education program including two years of the advanced 
study at The Kyoto College of Graduate Studies for Informatic 
so that students can study efficiently and effectively.

For Exchange Students Only

Become a car engineer specializing in Asian automobiles. Learn Japanese as well. 
KCG offers an automobile control  Program (for Japanese), and Kyoto Computer Gakuin Automobile School is 
available to train automobile mechanics. The School has the latest in automobile and related equipment for just this 
purpose. Japanese classes are also available to train students to become leading car engineers in the Asian automobile 
industry. The Applied Informatics Program also offers other courses in FinTech, medical information, marine IT, 
agricultural IT, and digital art.
The Digital Art Program is an Art and Design course offered at the Kyoto Ekimae Satellite.

Applied Informatics Program   International Automobile Control Course  3years   Diploma  

To become the creator or designer with creativity and proposal ability.
We foster competent person who has high skill for production and consulting 
that fill the gap between a creator and a client, as well as highly skilled concept 
making ability and presentation ability.

Target Occupation

CG Creator
Web Designer

DTP Designer
Image Creator

Advertisement Designer
Game CG Designer   etc.

Advanced Art and Design Program    3years     Diploma

Target Occupation

Animator 
Manga Artist 
Digital Painter

CG Animator 
Illustrator 
Advertising Designer   etc.

Target Occupation

CG Creator
Web Designer
Game CG Designer

DTP Operator
Non-Linear Editing 
Operator   etc.

To become a manga artist, animator or creator with skills in manga and
anime digital production.
We will work on digital production based on the techniques and history of 
analog manga and anime production to train students for the production room 
as well as for the fields of publishing and distribution.

Manga and Anime Program    3years     Diploma
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For Exchange Students Only

Learn Japanese while you train to become a technician active anywhere in the world.
Students will acquire sufficient skills in Japanese as they are trained 
to become programmers, system engineers, and system operators with 
basic knowledge in computers, networks and information theory. 

The Information Processing Module also offers an Information 
Processing Course and an IT Voice Actor Course among others. 

Information Processing Program  International IT Course    2years   Diploma

Computer ScienceC
To become a specialist to lead industry.
We foster students who can analyze customer’s needs and propose solutions 
by information systems as a solution engineer or IT Architecture.

Target Occupations

Programmer
Web Programmer

System Engineer (SE)
Applications Operator   etc. 

Computer Science Program   4years    ★Advanced Technical diploma

To become a leader who leads software development.
We foster competent person to become a key systems 
engineer who can design systems and negotiate with custom-
er.

Target Occupations

Systems Engineer
Programmer

Database Engineer
CG Engineer

Web Engineer   etc.

Multimedia Computing Program   3years    Diploma

To become a leader of game production in the next generation.
We foster competent person to become a general director or a technical director 
who leads production team with leadership as well as knowledge of program-
ming and technical skills.

Target Occupations

Game Director 
Game Producer
Game Planner

Technical Diretor
Game Programmer
Game CG Designer   etc.

To become a game creator who has cutting edge skills.
We foster competent person to become a game programmer who creates 3D 
games and online games with high level skills, or to become a game planner 
who designs games from a broad viewpoint to entertain players.

Target Occupations

Game Programmer
Game Scenario Writer

Game Planner
Game CG Designer   etc.

To become a creator with steady knowledge about game development.
Student will learn about C++ language, graphic design, game scenario and rule 
designing. We foster competent person who plays active role with director’s super-
vision as a game planner, a game programmer, or a development assistant.

Target Occupations

Game Programmer
Game CG Designer　
Game Development Assistant
Game Planner
Game Scenario Writer   etc.

Advanced Digital Game and Amusement Program    4years    ★Advanced Technical diploma

Digital Game Development Program    3years    Diploma

Digital Game Development Basics Program   2years    Diploma

Digital Game & AmusementD

To become an engineer who can build systems.
We foster competent person to become an engineer who knows about 
information security, computer networking and database, and can build steady 
information systems.

Target Occupations

Networking Engineers
Network Administrator

Database Engineer
Security Engineer 

Systems Engineer   etc.

Target Occupations

Solution Engineer
Project Manager

Systems Engineer
Network Engineer

IT Architect   etc.

Computer Networking Program   3years    Diploma
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For Exchange Students Only

For International StudentsE

Information & Communication

Engineering for Embedded Systems

To become an expert in embedded systems.

Students learn about not only hardware and software but also consulting, 
design, development, maintenance and administration of embedded systems. 
With such broad knowledge, they can become a project manager or IT archi-
tect in a development team.

Target Occupation

IT Architect

Mechatronics Engineer

Embedded Systems Engineer

Systems Engineer

Hardware Developer   etc.

Embedded Systems Program   4years    ★Advanced Technical diploma

・Classes are organized and the progress is adjusted according to the student's 
Japanese abilities. In order to get students to more smoothly understand the 
advanced technical concepts, there are also courses taught in the student's mother 
tongue (such as Chinese) being integrated as needed. There are Japanese language 
subjects available, such as 'Technical Japanese', that help students acquire the 
Japanese abilities needed to take courses in computer and automobile technology, 
and business. 
・Students who are recognized to have sufficient comprehension of their classes 

are permitted to take courses in other subjects at KCG, even while they are 
midway through their language courses. 
・Students who complete the 2-3 year course are granted a diploma recognized by 

the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, and this 
opens up opportunities for them to work as a technician in the fields of IT or 
automobiles in their home country or Japan. Students wishing to work in a 
Japanese company can receive job seeking guidance from the KCG career place-
ment staff. Students may also enter other KCG programs(curricula of 3 years or 
more), transfer to other universities, and even move on to graduate school, such 
as into the Kyoto College of Graduate Studies for Informatics.

Applied Informatics Program   International Automobile Control Course   3years

Computer Engineering Program   International Information Course    3years 

Information Processing Program   International IT Course   2years

Information & Communication Course   1year/2years night course

To become a control systems engineer by learning the foundations of

hardware and software.

Students will learn the basic skills and knowledge for the hardware and 
software required to become a specialist in integrated systems develop-
ment, and will be trained to be a control systems engineer with the ability 
to provide sound service to the leaders in development. 

Target Occupation

Computer Engineering Basics Program    2years    Diploma

Transfer Possible: Courses to Enroll in KCGI

The purpose of this course is to enable students to progress to The Kyoto College of Graduate Studies for Informatics 
(KCGI). Students eligible for admission are those who have graduated from technical colleges and the like in their home 
countries, and are interested in acquiring knowledge and skills in IT and enrolling at KCGI. Many students are also 
invited from KCGI partner schools overseas.

The Computer Engineering Program also includes the Computer Engineering Course and Automobile Control Course.

Embedded Engineer

Systems Engineer

Control Programmer 

Customer Engineer   etc.

Computer Engineering Program   International Information Course    3years    Diploma

This is a course for those who want to learn IT skills in a short term. Select the appropriate 
classes for your needs and skill level. You can learn programing, system development, Infor-
mation system, or study for the application qualification depending on your purpose. 

There are many International students from all over the world studying at KCG. 

We have established courses specifically for International students, and they have the opportunity to learn Japanese 

as they learn about IT and automobiles.

You can also prepare for entry to the Kyoto College of Graduate Studies for Informatics, a group school. 



KJLTC
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Kyoto Japanese Language Training Center (KJLTC)

・At KJLTC: Kyoto Japanese Language Training Center, foreign students’ special course of KCG, Japanese language education is performed for students to go 
to Japanese institution of higher education. KJLTC is notified by the Minister of Justice.

・This course is a propaedeutic course designated by Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology designation. Even if the period of education 
in their own country is less than 12 years, by completing this course, students can get the qualification to enter Japanese higher education institution including 
KCG core course.

・As the preparation for entering KCG regular course, Application software operation training (basic IT) is a required subject. The obtained credit is admitted as 
the credit of KCG regular course.

・Students who has sufficient proficiency can attend the computer professional class of KCG regular course.
・Students who enter KCG regular course after finishing this course become a target of reduction or exemption of the entrance fee and the school expenses.

One-Year Preparatory Program (starts in April)

Subjects related Japanese language

Subjects for Japanese Language Proficiency Test (JLPT) and Examination for Japanese University Admission for International Students (EJU)

One-and-a-Half-Year Preparatory Program (starts in October)

＊Targets of the training : Those who has JLPT(Japanese Language Proficiency Test) N3~N5 level

Classes of the subjects related Japanese language are divided by the levels considering the entrance exam and the results of the end of each term.
We recommend to take JLPT N2 or N1 exam held in July and December. Also we support students to take Examination for Japanese University Admission for International Students (EJU).

◆ Course Introduction

◆ Programs offered (Content and Capacities)

◆ Qualifications for Application

Propaedeutic 
course

Curriculum

"Propaedeutic course" of Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology. 
The KJLTC’s programs are authorized by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology. Even if the students do not meet the 
requirement of 12-year term of their studies in primary and secondary education system in their home countries, they will become eligible to apply 
for higher education institutions in Japan after completing our programs

・The training of Japanese language proficiency which is necessary in Japanese higher education and preparation for JLPT N1 and N2. 
・Classes are devided by the levels of students’ Japanese.
・Japanese classes are held more than 20 hours a week.(20 weeks for 1 semester, 40weeks for a year)

Basic subject

Improve ability other than Japanese language, and acquire the knowledge for studying in higher education institution.

Subject

Semester 
start Course Programs Enrollment 

Capacities
Status of 
Residence

Content

Content

Japanese 1(grammar, vocabulary) Grammar and vocabulary for general and academic use

Subject Content

General Japanese Preparing for taking Japanese Language Proficiency Test (JLPT) and Examination for Japanese University Admission for 
International Students (EJU) by exercising the past exams or other materials.

Subject Content

Basic subject English, Math, Science(Physics, Chemistry, Biology), general subject(history, geography, civics), IT Basics(Computer)

Japanese 2 (listening, conversation) Listening and conversation for general and academic use

Japanese 3 (reading) Reading of general and academic writing, newspaper, magazines, and literary works.

Japanese 4 (composition) Writing of report, Email, Power Point, and business documents

About Japan Learn Japanese culture, society, and Japanese sense of values.

April Preparatory Program (1year) 60students studying 
abroad

60students studying 
abroadOctober Preparatory Program (1.5 years)

The Classes are divided by the levels of students’ Japanese.

※ 6~8 hours in a week.

Propaedeutic course to learn Japanese, English, mathematics for people 
entering the Japanese higher education institution (graduate school, university, 
special vocational school)

Applicants must satisfy all of the following conditions.
① The applicant must be a high school graduate, a holder of  diploma equivalent to high school graduate or other similar qualifications certifying successful completion of 

tests and requirements of general education (high school level). 
② The applicant must has abilities equivalent to Level N5 of the Japanese Language Proficiency Test (or the equivalent to 150 hours of Japanese language study) or 

more than the level.
③ The applicant must has basic academic ability necessary in Japanese higher educational institutions (universities or special vocational colleges).
④ The applicant must be either 1) under 23 years of age (for high-school graduates), 2) under 25 years of age (for college graduates), or 3) under 27 years of age (for 

university graduates). 
⑤ The applicant must be able to finance tuition, other school fees and living expenses as a student in Japan.
⑥ The applicant must be physically and mentally healthy to perform the duties of a student and follow the rules of the school. The applicant must exhibit behavior and 

engage in activities that do not break Japanese laws and regulations at all times.
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Bursary System Key Facilities
Fee

Scholarship Program for Self-Funded KCG International Students

School fees must be paid to the designated bank account by the deadline. (Bank charge for Japan〈JPY 1,500〉is needed.)
A big hall whose seating capacity is 600 is on the 6th floor in Kyoto Ekimae Campus. An outlet and a connection terminal of the LAN are fixed 
on each seat, and it is possible to connect network with laptop computers. The sound facility of this hall is eminent in West Japan, and classic 
concert is held frequently.

It is a counter for finding employment, course consultation. The latest recruiting information from the company is uploaded on a site for exclusive 
use of all students. The individual interview, vocational counseling with the staff is carried out frequently.

It is the rest space of the students. The vending machine of the drink is installed, and students can talk with their friends and take a rest there.

The latest E-learning studio is constructed in Kyoto Ekimae Campus. Students can take the subjects they want to learn by this E-learning system 
without moving to other campus.

There are some wireless access points in every floor and lounges in KCG campus. If there is a laptop computer for wireless LAN, services using 
the Internet such as  accessing to an email and class documents,  the video seeing and hearing of the E-learning subject are available freely. 
Besides them the room which can use an LAN cable for mobile is installed in each building.

Info Station, where students can use a computer flreely is on 2nd floor in Kyoto Ekimae Campus. In this room, club meeting is often held and it 
becomes the place of recreation and relaxation for students. It is possible to connect wireless LAN with a laptop computer.

Kyoto Computer Gakuin offers a unique scholarship program to assist international students who aspire to be an internationally-active IT engineer 
in their future. We take on self-funded international students who are of outstanding character and have excellent academic performance but 
who are facing financial difficulties in their studies. (*For regular fees. See 'Regular Fees' below.)

Admission
fee

Facilities and 
Miscellaneous 

fees
Tuition
fees

Laboratory
fees Total

¥195,000 ¥385,000 ¥500,000 ¥300,000 ¥5,000 ¥1,385,000

¥210,000 ¥385,000 ¥500,000 ¥300,000 ¥5,000 ¥1,400,000

Note: Each student is separately responsible for various other fees, such as educational-material fees and insurance premiums.

Regular Fees

Department
Students’

association
fees

Embedded Systems Program
Computer Engineering Program
Computer Engineering Basics Program
Art and Design Informatics Program
Advanced Art and Design Program
Art and Design Program

Manga and Anime Program
Business and Management Informatics Program
Applied Informatics Program
Business IT Program
Medical Office Administration Program
Computer Science Program
Multimedia Computing Program
Computer Networking Program
Information Processing Program
Advanced Digital Game and Amusement Program
Digital Game Development Program
Digital Game Development Basics Program

6th Floor Hall

E-learning studio in Kyoto Ekimae Campus

Wireless LAN access point

Info Station

Career Station

Student Lounge

Special Scholarship Program 
for Self-Funded KCG 
International Students 

Overview Enrollment limit Eligible persons

Exemption from ¥50,000 admission fee and
¥50,000 laboratory fees for the first year
(Annual fees: ¥900,000) 

Small number
of students

In principle, students arriving
at KCG from partner schools 

Assistance Program for 
KCG International Students

1st-year fees: ¥1,000,000
2nd- and subsequent-year fees: ¥900,000

Small number
of students

Aspiring scholarship students
other than the above 

Type



KCGI
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Enter The Kyoto College of Graduate 
Studies for Informatics to aim 
at the highest study of IT area
 

It is the shortest way to the highest applied IT area to graduate 
from Kyoto Computer Gakuin and to enter The Kyoto College 

of Graduate Studies for Informatics. You can acquire Diploma 
in KCG, and complete Master’s degree in KCGI.

Case 1

Graduation for 3 year
course

Enter The Kyoto College of 
Graduate Studies for 

Informatics

Work at the society
(over 22yrs.)

Case 2

Graduation from a technical
college in your home country

(21yrs)

Enter The Kyoto College of 
Graduate Studies for 

Informatics

International Information
Course

Case 3

Graduation for 4 year 
course (22yrs.)

Enter The Kyoto College of 
Graduate Studies for 

Informatics
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A course after graduation includes the entrance to "The Kyoto 
College of Graduate School for Informatics" which is an 
associated school of KCG, other than finding employment. 
"The Kyoto College of Graduate Studies for Informatics" is 
the first IT professional graduate school in Japan. Master of 
Information Technology is given to those who completed the 
course. This is the highest degree of applied IT area.
The application qualification is to graduate from a four-year 
university or to get Advance Technical diploma in principle, 
but an application qualification is recognized by meeting the 

following special requirements for graduated students of 
Kyoto Computer Gakuin.
“Those who graduate from a 3-year or more department pro-
gram, and the age is 22 years old or older on April 1st when 
the entrance of the Master’s course started. Those who are 
admitted that have the same ability as university graduates by 
the screening for entrance eligibility and grades of the sub-
jects learned in KCG.”
There is two route of entering The Kyoto College of Graduate 
Studies for Informatics as follows;

KCG Computer 
Museum
Certified as the First Satellite Museum of the Historical Computers 

by Information Processing Society of Japan

In 1963, student researchers of Kyoto University formed a 
computer study group for IBM 709/7090 and held 
workshops. It was the time when Information system depart-
ment had not yet existed at any universities in Japan.
Since then, Kyoto Computer Gakuin, Japan’s first private 
computer education institution, has been producing distin-
guished graduates who build up the foundation of informa-
tion industry in Japan.
We would like to introduce our culturally valuable computers 
which were used for our computer education. Equipment in 
our College, such as the NEAC System 100 in 2012 and the 
MZ-80K in 2013, has been gradually recognized as informa-
tion processing technology heritage.
The KCG Computer Museum was certified as the very first
“The Satellite Museum of Historical Computers” in Japan.

About KCG Computer Museum

Information processing technology heritage NEAC-2206
(Authorized March 2, 2011)

Information processing technology heritage NEAC System 100 
(Authorized March 6, 2012)

Information processing technology heritage TOSBAC-3400
(Authorized March 2, 2009)

Information processing technology heritage OKITAC-4300 System
(Authorized March 2, 2009)　

Information processing technology heritage TOSBAC-1100D
(Authorized March 10, 2016)

Information processing technology heritage PDP 8 / I
(Authorized March 17, 2015)　

Information processing technology heritage MZ-80K
(Authorized March 6, 2013)

Master's
Program



Camping events for 1st year students

Company Information Session in the Campus

Athletic meet of Vocational College in Kyoto

Summer course

Cultural Festival

Winter Short Course

Graduation Ceremony

KCG AWARDS

Farewell Party
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Four Seasons
KCG conducts various events for students through a year.

April

Entrance Ceremony

Briefing for 1st year students

Opening 1st Term

Welcome Party

National Exam in Spring

Company Information Session in the Campus

4
July

Cultural Lecture

CG-Arts Certification Tests

Company Information Session in the Campus

7
October

Opening 2nd Term

National Exam in autumn

Hiking Day

Consultation for parents

10
January

Re-starting the 2nd Term

Music Concert

Employment Guidance

1

February

Information System Tests

Closing the 2nd Term

2nd Term Examination

KCG AWARDS

Spring Holiday

Spring Short Courses

Employment Guidance

2

March

Graduation Ceremony

Farewell Party

Seminar for the National Exam in Spring

Company Information Session in the Campus

3

November

Cultural Festival

Art Lecture

Art Appreciation

CG-Arts Certification Tests

1 1

December

Cultural Lecture

Employment Guidance

Winter Holiday

Winter Short Courses

12

August

Closing 1st Term, 1st term Examination

Summer Holiday

Seminar for the National Exam in Summer

Baseball Tournament of Vocational College 

in Kansai Region

Soccer Tournament of Vocational College 

in Kansai Region

Summer Short Courses

Business internship 

8

September

Information System Tests

Athletic meet of Vocational College in Kyoto

Briefing for the 2nd Term

Cultural Lecture

9

May

Anniversary of the establishment (first May)

Camping events for 1st year students

Hiking Day

Employment Guidance

Art Lecture

5

June

Music Concert

Employment Guidance 6



Kyoto, the city for students
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Kyoto has history more than 1200 years since the capital city was once 
located and it is still now cultural center of Japan. It is also an 
international city and many young students live in the city. KCG 
campuses are located in the convenient area and you can access not 
only to every area of Kyoto city but also to Kansai region such as 
Osaka, Nara, Kobe, and Otsu.

Around Kyoto Ekimae Campus
Kyoto Station where JR, Kintetsu, and city subway run in 
is a doorway of Kyoto that a lot of people visit from the all 
over Japan. Both modern buildings and historical buildings 
coexist in this area, and we can feel a contrastive atmo-
sphere.

Spot
Toji
Nishi Honganji Temple
Tofukuji Temple
Kyoto Tower

Higashi Honganji Temple
Sanjusangendo
Kyoto National Museum
Kyoto Station Building

Around Kamogawa Campus and Kyoto 
Japanese Language Training Center
Shimogamo Shrine related with Aoi Matsuri, which is one 
of the three biggest festivals in Kyoto and Imperial Palace 
in Kyoto are near the campus. This is an area of rich nature.

Spot
Shimogao Shrine
Imperial Palace in Kyoto

Tadasu no Mori(shrine forest)
Kyoto City Historical Museum

Around Rakuhoku Campus 
and Omiya dormitory
It is convenient to go to Rakuhoku area, the center of Kyoto 
and Kyoto Station by the subway and the city bus from the 
Campas. Kamigamo Shrine is near Kitayama Street lined 
with modern buildings, and we enjoy nature at the botani-
cal garden, Midoroga-ike Pond, and Kamo River.

Spot
Kamigamo Shrine
Midoroga-ike Pond 
(also called Mizoroga-ike Pond)

Kyoto Botanical Garden
Kitayama Street

Around The Kyoto College of 
Graduate Studies for Informatics
Many spots such as Ginkaku-ji Temple which is the repre-
sentative temple of the Muromachi culture, Heian Jingu 
Shrine, connected with Jidai Matsuri which is one of the 
three biggest festivals in Kyoto, Tetsugaku-no-michi, known 
to a path of cherry blossom trees, Kyoto City Zoo, the 
second oldest zoo in Japan, Kyoto City Museum etc. are in 
this area, and we can come in touch with Japanese culture 
and history.  

Spot
Ginkakuji
Tetsugaku-no-michi
(Philosopher's Walk) 
Nanzenji Temple
Kyoto City Museum

Kyoto City Zoo
Heian Jingu Shrine
Eikando　Zenrin-ji
Chionji Temple
National Museum of Modern Arts

vicinity map of the campuses
Free shuttle buses for students are running among campuses.
The buses will take you to other campuses to attend classes.

Kyoto Station

Kyoto Imperial 
Palace

Rakuhoku 
Campus

The Kyoto College of Graduate 
Studies for Informatics

Kamogawa Campus
Kyoto Japanese Language 
Training Center

Kyoto Ekimae 
Main Campus

Kiyomizu Temple

Toji

Kinkakuji
(Golden Temple),
Rokuonji Temple

Kyoto Ekimae Campus
 (new building)
The Kyoto College of Graduate 
Studies for Informatics

Tokyo

Kyoto

Japan

Kyoto Ekimae Satellite 


